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KonenHOBH4 6.3.' nanHAYC n.H . ' 3aMOnOA4HKOB An.6. 
E2 - 12601 

PacnpeAeneHHe napToHoe e penHTHBHCTCKOM dAPOHe 

PaccMOTpeHo pacnpeAeneHHe no 4Hcny MeAneHH~x napTOHOB 
e aAPOHe KaK CI>YHK4HH ero 6biCTpoT~. B npeHe6pe>KeHHH nonpaeKa
MH Ha peKOM6HHa4H~ napTOHH~X 4en04eK nony4eHO ypaeHeHHe 
H Ha~AeHO HBHOe peWeHHe AnH 3TOrO pacnpeAeneHHH, 3aBHCH~ee 
OT Ha4anbHOro pacnpeAeneHHH npH Y=Yo ,1. Ha cpaeHeHHH c 
peA>KeOHHbiMH AHarpaMMaMH Ha~AeHa CBH3b Me>KAY napaMeTpaMH 
napTOHHO~ MOAenH H peA>KeOHHO~ TeopHH nonH. AaHa napTOHHaH 
HHTepnpeTa4HH npaeHn ArK paape3aHHH peA>KeOHH~X AHarpaMM. 
AaHa 4HcneHHaH 04eHKa napaMeTpoe napTOHHO~ MOAenH, KOTopaH 
nOKa3biBaeT, 4TO npH cy~eCTBY~~HX 3HeprHHX nnOTHOCT b MeAneH
H~X napTOHOB BHAHMO 6nH3Ka K HaC~~eHHOMy 3Ha4eHH~. CneAOBa
TenbHO, y4eT ycHneHH~X peA>KeOHH~X rpaCI>HKOB HBnHeTCH npHH4H
nHanbHO Ba>KHbiM. 

Pa6oTa B~nonHeHa B na6opaTOPHH HAePH~X npo6neM OHRH. 

n penpHHT 061oellHHeHHOrO HHCTHTYTS HllepHbiX HCCnellOBSHHll, 1ly6aa 1979 

Kopeliovich B.Z., Lapidus L. I., Zamolodchikov AI .B. 

E2 - 12601 
The Parton Distribution in Relativistic 
Hadrons 

The distribution in the wee parton number in the hadron 
is considered as a function of its rapidity. Neglecting 
co rrections due to the parton chain recombination the equa
tion is derived and its explicit solution is found that 
describes this distribution and dependence on the initial 
one at Y=Yo=-1. Comparison with the reggeon diagrams results 
in relations between the parton model and the reggeon field 
theory parameters.The interpretation of the AGK cutting 
rules in the framewo!k of the parton model is presented. The 
numerical estimation of the parton model parameters is per
formed. It is shown that the wee parton density correspond
ing to accessible energies seems to be close to the saturate~ 
density. Therefore, the enhanced graphs contributions turn 
out to be of considerable importance. 

The investigati on has been performed at the Laborato r y 
of Nuclear Problems, J INR. 
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INTRODUCTION 

/ 1 2 / . . 
The parton model ' (PM) arose as a general~zat~on of 

some field-theoretical models describing a hadron peripheral 
interaction at high energies. By the adoption of few 
"rules" it is possible to explain many features of hadron
lepton and hadron-hadron interactions. In addition to the 
reproduction of many results of the Regge-Phenomenology, 
the PM reflects the space-time structure of the interac
tion 121.For a long time the PM has played the role of a 
tool for qualitative analysis being a ground for our 
intuition, rather than a selfconsistent theory. Recently 
a no ticeable success however, has been achieved 13- 51 in 
the develoyment of the PM machinery and applications . In 
papers13- 5 the relationship between the PM and reg
geon field theory - the only selfconsistent theoretical 
scheme for the elastic and inelastic hadronic reactions 
at high energies, has been investigated . In paper 131 the 
method of study of the fast hadron partonic wave function 
considering its behaviour under Lorentz transformations 
in the hadron velocity direction (z-boosts) is suggested. 
In spite of the apparent non-selfconsistency of the concept 
o f the partonic wave function, it was shown in paper 151 

that the PM reproduced all the results of the RFT. There
f o re the PM can be used as a strict phenomenological 
scheme in the theory of fast hadron interactions. The PM 
gives a clear physical interpretation of the reggeon 
graphs and the reggeon coupling. For example, in ref.

141 

the relation between the pomeron intercept and the triple
Regge coupling has been found. But as is shown below, the 
rea l correlation is more complicated. 

In the present paper the hadronic wave function is 
under study from the point of view of the wee parton 
number distribution. This information is useful in various 
physical problems and of great importance in the study 
o f hadron-nuclear interactions. The role of the tree reg
geon diagrams - the analog of the parton cascade, was 
first understood in ref. / 8 / , where these diagrams were 
studied in detail. 
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The present paper is composed as follows. The method 
for the investigation of the parton wave function by means 
of z -boosts / 3/ is discussed in section 2. A special at-

tenion is paid to the so-called passive component introduced 
in ref. 131, i.e., the hadron state, which contains no wee 
parton. The weight of the quark passive component has been 
evaluated earlier 191 from the hadron-nuclear scattering 
data. 

Section 3 is devoted to the investigation of the develop
ment of parton configurations under z -boosts. For the 
case, where the interaction between the parton chains can 
be neglected a detailed calculation is performed. The 
vicinity of the critical point ap (0) ~ aC, (0) is also 
discussed. 

The comparison of the PM and the reggeon graph contributi
ons is carried out , in section 4. As a result, the relation
ship between the parameters of both schemes is found. It 
is also shown that the pomeron cut contributions have the 
eikonal form if the Poisson distribution in the number 
of fast partons in a hadron is supposed. The reggeon graph 
cutting rules 171 are derived in the framework of the PM. 

In section 5 an attempt of numerical estimation of the 
PM parameters is made. The values of the parameters are 
found to be very sensitive to the value of P - the quark 
active component norm. The exact knowledge oP the value of 
Pq is of need also to specify the role of the enhanced 
reggeon graphs. 

2. THE PASSIVE COMPONENT 

The parton wave function of a hadron is noninvariant 
under the Lorentz transformations. The z -boost generator 
has the form 

Lz = Kz .t- f d 3xH(x)z. (1) 

Here K z is the z -component of the total momentum K; H (x) 
is a Hamiltonian density at the point x. 

The generator L z can be divided into two terms: 
(0) in t 

L z~L z + L z (2) 

(0) 
where Lz contains only the free part of the Hamiltonian 
a~d generates the rapidity translations of the partons. 
L 1~t describes the parton interactions, i.e., it contains 
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the terms responsible for their decays and confluences. In 
the "soft" field theory which is the ground of the PM, 
Lint is constructed in such a way that its intensity (the 

z rate of decays and confluences) falls off quickly, as 1/ E 
at least, when the parton energy is increased. 

As a result, one has the following picture: when the 
hadron energy is increased (this is achieved by the action 
of the "Hamiltonian" K z ) those partons, whose rapidity 
is great enough already (y >."' 1 ), do not interact and behave 
like free ones, i.e., the uniform growth of their rapidity 
occurs only. On the contrary, in the wee-parton region 
(y - 1) the decays and confluences of the partons take 
place in addition t o the rapidity translations. 

Thus, if the given parton component of a hadron having 
rapidity Y, contains only fast partons (yi -- 1), then 
after the boosting of the hadron rapidity all the partons 
in this component undergo the rapidity shift only, without 
any decays or confluences. As such parton component does 
not interact with a target, it is called a passive compo
nent. On the other hand, the active component containing 
a number of wee-partons can turn into a passive one after 
the rapidity boosting because some probability exists that 
all the partons do not decay during the "time" of its 
transition to the fast part of the spectrum. From this 
consideration it follows that a norm w0 of the passive 
component in the parton wave function is a monotonically 
increasing function of the hadron rapidity

1
3

1
: 

dw0 / dY ::?. 0. ( 3) 

If the Y-value is large enough, then the decays and 
confluences of wee-partons proceed with the rapidity 
boosting irrespective of the hadron quantum numbers. In the 
region of Y ~ l. however, the _hadron quantum numbers can 
influence the Y -dependence of w0,and w0 here may fall 
rather quickly with Y due to the secondary reggeon contri-

butions. 
From the above discussion it follows that the passive 

component of the wave function is an outstanding one, 
because its weight can reach a relatively large value. It 
is also seen that the Wo value depends at high energy on 

the hadron quantum numbers. 
The most pronounced manifestation of the passive compo-

nent can be seen in the hadron - nuclear interaction. For 
this purpose an analysis of the neutron-nucleus total cross 
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section data has been performed in ref. / 9 1
• It has been 

assumed there that the valence quark scattering amplitudes 
are additive; the distribution in the wee-parton number 
in the active component has been neglected; and the mixing 
between the active and passive components during the pas
sage of a hadron through the nucleus has also been neglec
ted. It was found that the active component weight Pq for 
the u and d quarks is as little as about 0. 5. An analogous 
analysis of the KL-A total cross section data 1101 showed 
that for a strange quark P 

8 
is about twice smaller than P q· 

3. CALCULATION OF THE PARTON CASCADE 

On the basis of the qualitative consideration given in 
the previous section one can write a system of equations 
describing the evolution of the wee-parton number distri
bution in a hadron with the energy growth. 

Let w 11 (y) denote the probability of a state with n wee 
partons in a hadron of rapidity y. These values are norma
lized by the cond~tion 

I w = 1. 
n n (4) 

The case where a wee parton does not undergo any decay 
during its way to the fast part of the parton spectrum 
will be called the breaking of the parton chain. The 
probability of breaking per unit "time" will be denoted 
by y.on the other hand, if the parton decays only once 
before it becomes fast enough,the parton chain will develop 
without breaking. If a parton decays twice, then two 
separate parton chains can be produced. The probability of 
such branching per unit "time" will be denoted by A. 

The system of equations describing the evolution of the 
distribution functionW 11 .according to the above discus
sion, has the form / 5 / 

dw0 / dy=yw
1 (5) 

dw
11 

-d- = -(y +A)nw
11

+y(nd)w 
1 

+ A(n-1)w 
1 y n+ n- (6) 
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The latter equation concerns only the active component. 
There is also a possibility of the recombination of two 

chains into a single one, when they find them close to 
each other in the impact parameter plane. Equations (5) and 
(6) do not take this into account. Below we shall return to 
this question. 

The generating function for the probabilities w
11 

has 
the form 

F (x, y) = I x 11 w ( y) . 
n = O n (7) 

From the condition (4) it follows that 

F (1, y) ~ 1. (8) 

Equations (5) and (6) can be rewritten as follows 

dF(xL) .~ (1-x)(y-Ax) dF(x.y) 
ay ax (9) 

This equation can be solved by the characteristic method. 
The general solution is 

-1\. y 
F(x,y) · F I LQ- x) -J_~.:_A x 2_e - . 0 l. ( 10) 

A (1- X) - ( )' -A x) e -i\ Y 

The notation is used he r e 

!\ . A - y . ( 11) 

If the initial parton distribution W11 (0) is known, the 
average wee-parton number c an be found: 

n 
y j_ F (x ,y) ! x = 

ax 
="' n .> !'1y ·o e (12) 

This growth of · n .-Y is the reason for an increase of the 
hadronic total cross sections with energy and it can be 
associated with the pomeron intercept value 14 1 

!\ = a p (0)- 1 . ( 13) 

If only one parton exists at y = 0. then 
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wo (y) = [ 1 - p ("")] 1 - e- t. Y 

1 -[1- P(oo) ]e -t. Y 

wn (y) = ~ 2 (oo)e-t.y (1-e-t.y )n-1 

11- [1-P(oo)] e-t.y ln+l 

Here 

P(oo) =t./A 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

is the asymptotic value of the active component weight for 
a single initial parton, calculated in the tree 'approxima
tion. 

Comparison of (14) and (15) shows that the passive 
component w0(y) is an outstanding one indeed, and that the 
distribution wn(y) in the active component is a geometric
al ·progression. It is seen from equation (16) that the 
equality A:t., which has been obtained earlier 14 .' is valid 
only in the casey =0. Relation ( 16) can be easily obtained 
in a way analogous to 1 41 if one assumes that in the active 
component, having a norm P( oo), the parton number distri-
bution is smooth, i.e., < n 2 _..- ,.,< n .2 and that 

act act 
the passive component is picked out of the whole distribu
tion. 

Let us now consider the role of the parton chain 
confluences. The addition of the effect makes equation (6) 
unsolvable. Nevertheless significant corrections to solu
tions (5)-(6) will apper only in the case where the wee
parton density is large enough (or at the appropriate 
energies). The generally accepted folklore asserts that 
the enhanced reggeon graphs contribution is small at 
modern energies. In the parton language this means that 
the wee-parton density is small enough (in the indicated 
sense). Therefore we shall assume that the solution (10) 
is a good approximation at moderate energies. 

It is noteworthy that the passive component norm is 
insensitive to the inclusion of the confluence, because 
the conversion of the active component to the passive 
one takes place in the main states with small wee-parton 
numbers. 
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If t. > 0, < n >¥ grows fast with the energy (see eq. (12)). 
The parton dens~ty becomes rather high and the effect of 
the confluence of the parton -chains keeps back this growth. 
The balance of these effects results in the equilibrium 
wee-parton density 13•111 in the active component. The fol
lowing equation seems to be suitable to describe this 
process 

a -sp 2 
_f!_ = t, p- p (1- e ) - a' ( V b ) p . 
ay (17) 

Here p (y. b) is the wee-parton density in the impact parame
ter plane in the active component. The dimensional parame
ter s determines the recombination probability for two 
neighbouring partons, 1- e -sp . is the probability for at 
least one wee parton to get into the region of area s of the 
impact parameter plane. After the equilibrium density Po 
is reached the right-hand side of eq. (17) vanishes, thus 

-ln(1-h) 
P0 = --- ;;; h/ s . 

s 

The p~on density equals Po within the disk of radius 
R , 2-..ja 't.y. where a' is the wee-parton diffusion rate 
in the b -plane. · 

(18) 

/ tt l . In contrast to ref. where the pass~ve component 
has not been taken into account, this saturated parton· 
disk even in the active state is not "black" when it col
lides with the target. Indeed, the elastic scattering 
amplitude is 

-poaa 
rAa<bJ=PA("")(1-e ). (19) 

Here a
8 

is the cross section of the wee-pa.rton interaction 
with the.target. In the center of mass of two colliding 
hadrons one has: 

r 'b) · -f 2 , 2 
AB' = PA(oo)PB(oo)(1-e dbpoao ). (20) 

Here a0 is the wee parton-wee parton cross section. The 
exponent in eq. (20) is integrated over the overlap of the 
colliding disks, whose area increases with energy as y 2

. 
Therefore the exponent in eq. (20) tends to zero and by 
comparing eqs. (19) and (20) one concludes that the active 
state amplitude of scattering on the target B is 
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act -poao 
f (b)=1-e = P (oo) <1 AB B ( 21) 

The considerations given above are correct only if 
~ >>~c ; ~c-r2 Inr 2 being the transition value at which 
the critical regime occurs 1 121 . If ~ > ~c.the P(Y) tends to 
a constant P(oo) as Y -.oo; at the critical point ~ = ~'~ cp (Y) 
falls to zero P (Y) -> 0 according to the power law in Y 

y-> 00 

and, if ~ < ~c the exponential fall-off of P(Y) takes pla
ce / 3 / . 

However, eqs. (14)-(16) do not reflect these properties 
(they correspond to ~c =0 ) for the following reason. Sup
posing p << p 0 we have neglected recombinations. However, 
this supposition is obviously wrong when ~ ~ ~c . Indeed the 
value of P ( oo) -> 0 as ~-+ ~ c and Lorentz invariance (see 
eq. (21)) requires p0 -+ 0. In what follows the supercritica l 
regime will be considered and the relation ~ '" ~c will 
be supposed to be right. 

4. COM~ARISION WITH THE REGGEON GRAPHS 

The evolution of the distribution in the wee-parton 
number with the rapidity growth proceeds as it 
has been described above only when the rapidity is already 
sufficiently high, y >> 1,and the hadron quantum numbers 
do not affect the process. The development of w

11 
(y) at 

small y cannot be followed at the level accepted. There
fore, the initial distribution w a (y 

0
) at y0 _,. 17 2 with 

the genera!=-ing function F 0 (x,y 0 ) ~ill be considered as 
given. It will be supposed that the hadron quantum numbers 
affect only F0 (x,y0 ) and further evolution has a universal 
nature. Then, using eq. (10) one can obtain the wee
parton distribution in a fast hadron and study its inte- _ 
raction with a target by comparing the results with the 
RFT expressions. 

The events in which only one wee parton interacts with 
the target and a single parton chain 1 • 2 disintegrates 
into a hadron comb. (fig.l) correspond to the pole 
contributions to the scattering amplitude fAB of hadrons 
A and B (fig. 2). Only partonic configurations without 
recombinations of chains are relevant in this case. Compa
ring these contributions to aAB one finds 

tot 

10 

A A 

B 

Fig. 1 

G~J 

G'~> 
B 

Fig. 2 

( 1) (1) 
< n > a = G G B . (22) 

A B A 

The left-hand side is written in terms of parton parameters; 
< n >A is the mean parton number in the initial distribu
tion of the hadron A (at Y=Y 0 ) ; a B is tl)e wee parton-had-

ron cross section; and G (k) is the k -pomeron emission ver
tex. The factor exp~Y in the left-hand side,which reflects 
the growth of the mean wee-parton number is identical to 
that in the right-hand side, arising from the pomeron 

Green function. 
The double pomeron exchange (fig. 3) corresponds to the 

case where two wee partons from two different parton 
chains interact with the target. This contribution to the 
elastic amplitude (it corresponds to inelastic processes 
with the double density of particles in the rapidity 
scale) is positive of course, but the screening terms 
in the amplitude with single wee-parton interaction with 
target when taken into account, change its sign (see 
below). Comparing the corresponding expressions one finds 

(2) ( 2) 
< n ( n -1) >A a~ = G A G B ( 2 3) 

In both sides of this relation the identical factors like 
exp2~Y and (R 2+a'Y)- 1 (R is the radius of the region 
in the b -plane, where wee partons are distributed at 

Y =Yo ) are dropped. 
An analogous consideration of the triple-pomeron graphs 

shown in figs. 4a and 4b leads to the following relations 
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A 

B 

12 

A 

B 

GC){ 

G(2) 
B 
a) 

G~) 

c.~ 

Gc2) 
P> 

Fig. 3 

A G~2) 

B 

G~ 
b) 

Fig. 4 

2 
11 Aa 

A B 

( ll ( ~) 

GAG B r 

n(n-1) sa 
A B 

G< 21 G 01 r 
A B ' 

where r is the triple-pomeron coupling. 

(24) 

(25) 

A comparison of more complicated graphs does not give 
any new relation. 

Eqs . (22)- (25) result in 

- \A. s . 
(26) 

Therefore A does not coincide (in contrast to -' 4 1
) with 

the dimensionless triple-pomeron coupling constant 
r 0 - rl \ u' • but is connected with it by the relation 

r 0 ~ A(u ' , 1'2 0 u ) • (27) 

where a0 is the cross section for two colliding wee partons. 
This equation arises when one considers the interaction 
of two wee parton "clouds" in the center of mass system 
of colliding hadrons. 

It is interesting to note that the existence of the 
triple pomeron coupling necessarily entails the existence 
of a quartic coupling (2 •2 transitions). In fact, the 
inelastic channel in the two parton chain interaction 
(2 ·1) with cross section s leads , as a result of the 
total probability conservation, to the appearance of the 
elastic " scattering" having the same cross section. These 
considerations lead to the following relation between 

h . t d h mb. . t / f> / t e quart1c constant an t e reco 1nat1on ra e s 

- s . (28) 

Further, one more relation between the parameters can 
be obtained using eqs . (24), (25). Suppose that at y - y

0 
we have a Poisson distribution in the wee-parton number. 
Then , if A ., a (24) and (25) result in 

·. 11 S ~o A<J 
A A (29) 

Note that eqs. (21) and (29) are equivalent. Indeed, 



P A (oo) = ~ w n [ 1 - (1 - P ( oo )) n ] = 1- e - /':,.//.. ~ n >A (30) 

where the relation P(oo) = t'l/1.. is used. Combining eqs. (30), 
(18) and (29) one arrives at (21). 

Now we return to nonenhanced graphs. By comparing eqs. 
(22) and (23) one concludes that if the initial distribution 
w

0
(yo) is Poissonian~ i.e., < n(n-1) >A = < n >~, then a! = 

= (ail) ) 2 and ah)=(a~) )~ i.e., the contributions 
of different pomeron exchanges have the eikonal form: a<kt 
.(a (1) )~ 

This point deserves more detailed consideration. At 
first sight there is an apparent contradiction here. The 
contribution of inelastic diffraction to the absorptive 
part of the elastic amplitude is known 1 131 to modify the 
eikonal form of the double pomeron exchange (the latter 
corresponds to the elastic scattering contribution to the 
absorptive part) . Although the initial Poisson distribu
tion leads, as is shown,to the eikonal form of the elastic 
amplitude the corrections should arise as a result of the 
inelastic diffraction, which has at fixed b , the following 
partial cross section 

f2 =< f2 > - < f > 2 = e-2!< n> (er2<n> _l) 
dif . (31) 

The distribution of partons in the b -plane is neglected in 
eq. (31) for the sake of simplicity. Here we consider 
only nonenhanced graphs and therefore, in eq. (31) the 
dispersion of amplitudes fk corresponding to the scattering 
of k wee partons arising different "trees" should be taken 
into account, i.e., f now means the partial amplitude of 
scattering of exp(t'lY) wee partons (the dispersion of the 
amplitude within this set of partons results in the dif
fraction corresponding to enhanced graphs) • 

We note that the inelastic diffraction is of pure in
terference nature and arises as a result of the dispersion 
in the scattering amplitudes for different numbers of wee 
partons. Therefore the asspmption that the inelastic dif
fraction is dominated by one-pomeron exchange is not 
justified. At the same time the calculation of the cor
r~ctions to the eikonal form of the double-pomeron contri
bution should include just the one-pomeron diffraction 
cross section rather than the total one, as is frequently 
done. Therefore we extract the one-pomeron contribution 
from eq. (31). This corresponds to settlement r~0=nf and 
one has 
14 

2 2 2 2 2 
( f d i r ) P = f ( < n > - <. n > ) = f < n > . 

( 32) 

The fact that the diffraction cross section is proportional 
to < n .· means tha t (f~if )p contains only planar diagrams, 
whic h are known to give no contribution to the elastic 
scattering amplitude at high energies. Therefore, although 
in the case considered the inelastic diffraction cross 
section (31) and its one-pomeron contribution (32) do not 
vanish, no correction ari s es to the eikonal form of multi
po mero n cuts. This resolves the contradiction mentioned. 

It should be noted that the eikonal form of the nonenha
nced graphs is a direct consequence of the Poisson form 
o f the distribution in the wee-parton number at Y=y0.For 
e xample, the modification in the weight of passive compo
nent wo is sufficient to change the dependence of a<k). 
o bta ined from eqs. (22) and (23). Simult.aneously nonplanar 
graphs become contributors to (f Jir )p and it is easy to show 
that together with (f2 )P , they lead to the same modified 
f o rm of a (k). el 

We also note that the Poisson form of the distribution 
a t Y=Yo (a nd hence the eikonal expression for amplitude) 
is surely not true for large n, when the parton density. 
a t Y=Yo approaches the saturated value p

0 
and the effect 

o f the p arton recombination suppresses the large n compo
ne nts. The value of nmax , at which this suppression occ11rs 
can be e stimated as follows 

n ., 4 rra • y p 
max R 0 0 • (33) 

Here a~ "' 1 (GeV/c )
2 

is the f -re<Jgeon trajectory s~ope. 
It is relevant here, because the distribution of wee 
p artons at y~y0 is accounted for, to a great extent, by 
the valence quark diffusion, and this process is responsi
ble for the f -exchange. The numerical evaluation of Po ~(~ill 
be made in the following section. 

To conclude this section we consider the interpretation 
o f the reggeon cutting rules 1 71 in the parton model fram~work. 
We consider an unenhanced diagram with n pomerons including 
m cut (m ~ 1 ). Its contribution to the inclusive cross 
section is 171 

n-m 
F =2 (-1)n+m em m n-m_l_[a(n) l~ 

nm · n Pc .P 
0

! (34) 
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Here Pc ·= 2p is the cut pomeron Green function. In the parto
nic language this graph corresponds to the situation, where 
m wee partons (from different "trees") have interacted 
with the target. The amplitude of this process is 

"" m m k-m 
:lwkekfc (1-.f) (35) 

"k=m 
k-m 

Factor (1-f) reflects the fact that in the component 
with k wee partons(~-m) of them should not interact with 
the target. The term (-l)n-m en-m f n-m should be extrac-

k-m 

ted from it to ~btain the contribution corresponding to 
the n-po~eron diagram. Naturally the summation over k 
begins with n . · 

'; m m ( l)n-m n-me n-m F ~ .:.. w oe f - f 
nm ·k=n k k c k ·-m (36) 

This expression can be rewritten in the form 

F = (-1)
11
-memfmf n-of w oe 11 

nm . n c . k= n k k 
(37) 

By substituting fc =Pc a
0 

,f:2pa0 and using the definition 

of G(n) obtained earlier ca<n> )~1 n! ~ a; <e: -. eq. (37) 

takes the form of eq. (34). 
The cutting rules were treated also in paper

1
1
4 1

, where 
the .example of deuteron was considered (this case is 
analogous to that in our picture where only one component 

having k =2 is kept). 

5. NUMERICAL EVALUATION OF THE PARAMETERS 

The passive component norm of u and d quarks at the 
nucleon energy of 240 GeV was obtained in paper 19 1 analysing 
the total neutron-nucleon cross sections. By using this 
result one can evaluate the saturated parton density P0 · 

If there is a single parton at y~y0 , from eqs. ( 14) and 

(16) one obtains 

P(y) = _ 6./>.. 
1-(1- 6./A)e--::.Jly-- . 

(38) 

By supposing the Poisson distribution for the number of 
partons at Y=Yo and using eq. (38} one finds the passive 
component weight in the quark: 

t6 

P (y) ~ 1-exp[ - _ .... n 'q l'l / >.. 
q . ·-·- -·· - - - - - l 

1-(1-6./A)e-l'ly - . . (39) 

Eq. ( 18), combined with eqs. (29) 1 (22), (23) and (39) 
1 

gives 

2 
i\ <n ' A o 

P
0 

' - -.!1- ~- ln-[1- p (y)ll1- (1- 11.) -f'lYJ2 
A (a< 1~2 l'l q A e 

e !'ly 

a qq 
tot 

(40) 
q 

Here the single pomeron exchange is supposed to dominate 
q qq "( ( 1) 2 l'ly 

ln a to~ . i.e. 1 a ::: G q ) e For the numerical evalua-tot qq 
tions we adopt atot.::8 mb. 

As for the ratio A/ l'l . it is only known that . A/I'l >-...1. It 
turns out, however, that the numerical value of Po is 
insensitive to the magnitude ofA/I'l, because its derivative 

[ 
/). . -1 

with respect to A/ !\ vanishes at A/i'l= e Y -1] . Therefore 
p0 remains practically constant when A/l'l varies within 
the reasonable range of values. The values of p0 correspon
ding to different A/ l'l and P (y) are brought together in 
table 1. In accordance with q 1 15 / f'l has been taken as 0.07. 

Table 1 

2 The value of p0 (GeV/c) , calculated according to eq. (40) 
with different A/ l'l and P (y) 

q 

Pq (Y =~/I'l , 2 4 6 8 10 

o.:; Oo009 o.oos Oo008 Oo009 o. 011 Oo012 

o.s Oo0)4 0.029 o.oJ o.oJ5 0.04 0.046 

0.7 0.103 0.086 Oo091 0.105 0.121 0.138 

o. 9 0.)76 o.J16 o.JJ5 Oo385 0.442 0.503 

17 



The Po values quoted in the table indeed show a very 
week dependence on 'A/6.. On the other hand, Po is rather 19 1 

sensitive to P q(y). The value of P q(y) obtained in paper 
is somewhat estimative (for different nuclei it varies from 
Pq =0.4 to Pq=0.67) but even within this accuracy the 
results given in table 1 indicate some problems. 

The wee-parton density corresponding to single parton 

chain can be evaluted as 

1 e (l)(b) ~ ' 
p 4rra Y 

-b 214a 'y 
(41) 

For a'=0.25 (GeV/c)-2; y =5 and b =0 expression (41) gives 
p(l) (0) =0.064. This value is of the same order of 
magnitude as the saturated density corresponding to Pq= 
=0. 3 7 0. 7. It seems therefore that the conventional view 
(which is held here too) that at accessible energies the 
interaction between parton chains is weak (p ( 

1
) << p 0 ), 

i.e., the fact that enhanced graphs provide small contribu
tions to the elastic amplitude, is wrong. In this case 
the true value of A must be substantially larger than the 
value 6. " 0. 07 obtained in the eikonal approximation 

1 1
:, ' , 

because the strong recombination suppresses the exponential 
growth (as eAy ) of the wee-parton multiplicity. 

Nevertheless, the possibility that p <1) · · p0 cannot be 
excluded now. Firstly, the correct determination of Pq 
requires more accurate analysis. Secondly, the Poisson 
form of the distribution in the wee-parton number at 
Y= Yo is of essential use in the derivation of eq. (3 9 ). 
If it is not the case and the passive component weight 
w

0
(y ·. y

0
) - e- · n q , then the value ofr'o exceeds that 

quoted in table 1 . 
We note that the use of the results collected in table 

allows one to calculate the dimensionless triple-pomeron 
coupling ro ~ r l -v' a' ( r being defined by eq. (26)). The 
value of this coupling seems to be considerably larger than 
that obtained from the inelastic diffraction data -'

17
' . The 

values of r o corresponding to the same P q and A ' /\ as 
in table 1 are gathered in table 2. 

18 

Table 2 

The triple pomeron coupling r 0 calculated for different 
values of A ' II. and P (y) 

q 

Pq(y,Ji~ '\ 1 2 4 6 8 10 

o.) 1.09 2.1 8 4.)6 6.5) 8 .71 10. 89 

o.s o. 23 o. 58 1. 15 1. 7) 2.)1 2.88 

o.1 0.10 0.19 0.)8 0.57 o. 76 o.95 

0.9 o.oJ o.os 0.10 0.16 o. 21 o. 26 

The values of II. and r 0 are generally suggested to 
satisfy the supercritical regime condition II. '·II. c · with 

1 121 

!I.e "' r~ lnr~ (it is implied that r 0<, 1 ). Table 2 however 
shows that for many r 0 -values quoted it is not so. For 
example, at Pq =0.5 and all A/ 11. the value of ro con:es
ponds to subcritical regime 1\. <ll.c.In this case all the 
results of Sec. 3 are irrelevant. It is another aspect 
of the problem mentioned above (p(l) "'Po). 

As noted earlier, the real 6. may considerably exceed 
the value 0.07 taken in calculations ; the analysis should 
be carried out anew for this case. 

The following considerations allow one to estimate A. 'II.. 
If < is the probability that a parton decays once during 
its transition to the fast part of the spectrum, the 
total probability is unity. Therefore f / (1-f) t- Y= 1. Even 
if the parton decays twice, the partons produced can 

recombine and no real decay of the parton chain occurs. 
Therefore .A <f 2 . This results in the condition 'A+v'A~' 1 - ,/A-II.d. 
For II. =0. 07 one obtains 1,5 A / II.<;;_ 2.8. By using this inequali
ty and the values of Po calculated earlier one can find 
restrictions on the value of < n .> Taking into account - q 

19 



that < n > "" [ : Po a e -/1 Y ] , 
q '-' qq 

0.5 < <n> < 0.86. - q-

for P (Y) ··~ 0.5 
q 

one gets 

The experimental study of hadron production on nuclei 
and comparison of the inclusive spectra in the beam frag
mentation region for different nuclei can provide suffjcient 
information to find <n > 

q 

CONCLUSION 

Although all the results obtained in the PM framework 
can formally be derived from the RFT graphs, the parton 
interpretation often provides simpler and plainer qualitati
ve considerations and allows one to obtain new results. 
Apart from a very ~mportant application to the theoretical 
calculations of the high energy hadron interactions, the 
analysis carried out in the present paper shows that the 
generally accepted view on the role of enhanced graphs 
can be radically wrong. The formulae obtained in the 
paper allow one to analyse the hadron experimental data 
in the PM framework taking all the partonic configurations 
into account. The value of the quark active component 
norm Pq turns out to be very important in these considera
tions and therefore . needs a more accurate determination. 
It is noteworthy that this analysis allows one to find 
the bare triple pomeron coupling constant. 

The authors are ipdebted to M.G.Ryskin for reading 
the manuscript and making several useful remarks. 
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